Determine the correct Journals and the kind of access

1. If you get any references for literature etc. (for example something like this):
   
   Hi,
   
   this is worth to read:
   
   Hellmark’s article in “International Journal of Medical Microbiology”, Vol. 303, 2013

2. … you can check the - in this case rather incomplete – bibliographic data via GoogleScholar

3. In this case Google can’t help you out because the author was interpreted as “hallmark”. Now determine the correct journal (as there can be several journals with the same title), respectively the kind of access via ZDB / Zeitschriftendatenbank:

4. If there are more journals with the same title you can find the correct one via the counting – in this case it would be:

   Suppl (3rd result): Vol. 38 was published in 2004 → When continuing counting (assuming per year 1 vol. is published) Vol. 303 could not have been published in 2003

   IJJM (1st result): Vol. 290 was published in 2000 → Vol. 303 in 2013 =matches with the notice (s. a.)

5. By clicking 1) the linked title and 2) the publisher’s “/Verlag”-URL you get to the page of the publisher

6. Search in the category “Author” for “Hellmark” and you get to the desired article

If you have any questions please contact us
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